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Novatel RangemasterDiscriminatory learning on a visual-context discrimination
task by teleost fishes. In rats, pigeons and humans, learning discriminations that
require repeated presentation of one stimulus (or a context) but not the other (or
target) can take place under a discrimination training schedule, known as a
partial reinforcement schedule. In the present study, we examined whether
teleost fishes can also discriminate between visual stimuli, which is a
fundamental operation of the brain that is required to perceive and interact with
the environment. First, we provided common carp (Cyprinus carpio) with a
partial reinforcement schedule for 2h daily to make them perform a visual-
context discrimination task. The result showed that, when common carp were
forced to remain in an alternative chamber, they were able to learn to
discriminate between two visual stimuli (flashing light or a rotating black
cylinder) by remaining in the alternate chamber. After training, the trained fish
were tested on the learning ability of a novel visual stimulus and shown that
these fish were able to learn discriminations between a novel visual stimulus and
a context. These results indicate that a partial reinforcement schedule can lead to
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